
The Expressive Power of Multiple Form Logic – Is it more fundamental than Equality? 

A memo on the “Expressive Power of Equality” (a paper about “Link Theory” by Richard Shoup and Tom Etter) 

                   by George Omadeon, 18 September 2007 

Tom Etter has worked with Richard Shoup in the “Boundary Institute” for a “Link Theory”, a new proposal for the 
rejuvenation of Physics, a theory which has flourished recently. In an earlier paper of 2001, “The expressive Power of 
Equality”, Tom Etter described Equality, by defining it in terms of three fundamental relations: 

1) x=x 
2) If x=y then y=x 
3) If x=y and y=z then x=z. 

Multiple Form Logic -on the other hand- is a theory of distinctions  or differences, rather than equalities. 

Equality in Multiple Form Logic is the Absolute Negation of Exclusive Disjunction (i.e. of XOR-difference): 

X # Y (in MF Logic)   ==  Not(X=Y)  

i.e. 

(X=Y)  ==  X#Y#1 (in MF Logic) 

From this point of view, the three fundamental equality relations (1,2,3, as previously defined) become: 

1) X#X#1 = 1 
2) (X#Y#1)#1, Y#X1 
3) (X#Y#1) and (Y#Z#1) -> X#Z#1 

The third relation, expressed (for readability) in ‘mixed notation’ (of both MF Logic and conventional logic) can be 
rewritten in MF Logic as follows: 

3) (X#Y#1#1, Y#Z#1#1)#1#1, X#Z#1 

…which reduces (by application of MF Logic axiom 2  - cancellation of  1#1) to: 

3) X#Y, Y#Z, X#Z#1 

It is easy to see that this relation (3) is in fact provably true (in MF Logic) by applying again the M.F.L axioms: 

X#Y, Y#Z, X#Z#1  = 
X#Y, X#Y#Y#Z, X#Z#1 = 
X#Y, X#...#Z, X#Z#1 = 
X#Y, X#Z, X#Z#1 = 
X#Y, X#Z, 1 = 
1 (absolutely true) 

(3) 
(by axiom 3, inserting “X#Y”) 
(by axiom 2, canceling-out “Y#Y”) 
(by axiom 2, canceling-out “X#Z”) 
(by axiom 1, “1,Any=1”) 

It is even easier to demonstrate that the simpler equality definitions (1) and (2) are provable in Multiple Form Logic: 

1) X#X#1 = 1  (trivial, because of the 2nd axiom of MF Logic, extinguishing “X#X”) 
2) (X#Y#1)#1, Y#X#1 = 

X#Y#1#1, Y#X#1 =   (re-writing without the parentheses, preparing for cancellation of “1#1”in the first term) 
X#Y, Y#X#1 =   (canceling-out “1#1” in the first term, by the 2nd axiom) 
X#Y, X#Y#Y#X#1 =  (inserting “X#Y” inside the term “Y#X#1” by inverse application of the 3rd axiom)
X#Y, X#X#1 = (after canceling-out “Y#Y” inside the term “X#Y#Y#X#1” by the 2nd axiom) 
X#Y, 1 = (after canceling-out “X#X” inside the term “X#X#1” by the 2nd axiom) 
1 (absolutely true) 

• CONCLUSION: Quite justifiably, I am therefore tempted to speculate (to say the least) whether Multiple Form 
Logic is even more fundamental than Equality and the “three fundamental laws” at the heart of “Link Theory”!  

• I am therefore sending this document (as a memo) to Mr. Art Collings, an excellent mathematician who is also 
knowledgeable in George Spencer-Brown’s “Laws of Form”, as well as the work of Richard Shoup and Tom Etter. 
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